
Introduction
 This talk highlights one of the contemporary challenges of 

implementation of lean thinking in public services.

 The issue of ‘context’ and ‘purpose’ is an important theme – is it 
right to adopt or adapt from the automotive sector?

 For public services such as Not for Profit/Non Government 
Organisations/Below the Radar, should there be more thought 
with regards to innovation and creation? 
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The Royal Surrey County Hospital

 A leading General Hospital and specialist 
Centre for cancer, based in Guildford and 
serving a population of 1.2million

 It has 527 beds, over 3000 employees and an 
annual income of £199 million

 Started a journey of improvement, based on 
lean thinking in 2008;
 Motto  is “Putting Patients First” 
 Have a defined approach to resolving 

problems & running change initiatives:
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Improvement in the Operating Theatres 
Department
 Many different professional groups work within the Operating 

Theatres – challenge to involve all in making improvements

 Surgeons and Anaesthetists play a significant role in 
determining the likelihood of a successful outcome

 Improvement Journey:
 Began implementing 

“Productive Theatres” 
programme in Nov 2009

 Made significant changes 
throughout 2010

 Getting Anaesthetists & 
Surgeons involved was a 
challenge!



Understanding how to engage Doctors –
MSc dissertation research project
 “Show me the Evidence” – Doctors’ first response...

 A gap in the literature – very little research focused on what 
influences the engagement of powerful groups, such as doctors

 Decided to investigate the role ‘evidence’ played and try to unpick 
the individual factors affecting whether Doctors made the decision 
to get involved

 Over 2 months, sent 120 questionnaires and conducted 6 in-depth 
interviews

 Had a great deal of interest from interviewees – especially in my 
methodology



What is ‘evidence’ in Healthcare?
 Evidence is a significant concept in Healthcare, driving many of 

the clinical improvements

 A significant amount of work has defined ‘good’ evidence, such 
as the Canadian Task Force’s Grading of Evidence (1979):

 Robust  Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs) and systematic 
reviews of RCTs are seen as the ‘gold standard’ of evidence for 
Doctors

Grade Type of Evidence 
I Randomized Controlled Trial 
II Controlled Trials without Randomization 
II-2 Cohort or Case-Control Analytic Studies 

II-3 Multiple Time Series with or without the Intervention; or Dramatic Results in 
Uncontrolled Experiments 

III Opinions of Respected Authorities; Descriptive Studies and Case Reports; Reports 
of Expert Committees 
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How evidence is viewed by Doctors



Desire to help patients Clear description of  the 
improvement’s intention

Medical training - sceptical 
nature

Clear data / measurement of 
why improvement is important

Previous experience of 
improvement activities

Doctors are involved in decision 
to make an improvement

Scientific background Rigorously collected evidence 
is available
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with the 
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change?

Am I 
involved 

early 
enough?

Will it 
benefit my 
patients?

Is it worth 
the effort?

Factors coming from 
within the individual

Contextual factors 
surrounding the current 

improvement activity

Insights into decision-making
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 Ever-increasing number of Doctors in leadership & ‘steering’
positions within the management structure

 Doctors have tightly planned working weeks – not much
‘non-clinical’ time available

 Most Doctors often don’t read e-mails and/or don’t turn up
to management meetings!

 Doctors read journals and will take time to review audit data
put in front of them

 They are used to solving problems through gathering
information and hypothesising – aligns with Lean Thinkers

 Evidence that the approach you are using is valid & will work

Engagement in practice 
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Building the Evidence for Lean

Does the evidence presented after Lean activities have: 
 Robust, controlled & unbiased collection of data?
 Recognised research methods?
 A standard approach & repository for reporting successes & failures?
 Robust (statistical?) analysis of factors that ‘work’ in Lean interventions?

 Understanding the ‘business’
 Identifying the ‘value’ & 

‘waste’ through collecting 
information

 Case Studies
 Anecdotes
 “Before & after” descriptions, 

timings and costs

Make 
Changes

Features of Lean approaches How success is presented

‘Highlighting benefits’ and ‘presenting evidence’ are 
not the same thing!



 Important to understand what influences individuals to 
decide to get involved in Lean initiatives:
 Aim to understand key people’s decision-making processes

 Different professional groups have different backgrounds, training and 
paradigms: need to speak their ‘language’

 Are we happy our intentions are honourable?

 Have you reviewed your process for engaging ‘bright 
people’ in lean initiatives?

Considerations for those instigating 
Lean Initiatives



Conclusions & future work..
 Provision of ‘good’ evidence, early involvement and an honest focus 

on improving service to the patients (customers) is important for 
engaging with doctors
 Future research: are doctors unique? Would the same factors apply to 

other professional groups?

 Need to investigate the relationship between the factors that influence 
individuals’ decision-making and the contextual and environmental 
factors surrounding them

 (Back to) A hypothesis-driven learning process, aka the scientific 
method, in Lean Organisations
 Despite the basis for Lean being on the use of the scientific method, how 

much is it used in practice?
 Has it lost its focus?
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